September 2020 Highlights
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DISCOVERY FAMILY

Chasing Classic Cars
Season 8 & 9
2x60 22x30 , 1x60 18x30
TX Date – 7th Sept to 7th Oct
TX day – Mon to Fri
TX Time - 16:50 CAT
Host Wayne Carini leads us on a whirlwind
chase to find, restore and sell rare automobiles
at shows and auctions across the United States.
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DISCOVERY FAMILY

Blowing Up History
Season 1 - 3
35x60’
TX Date – 2nd Sept to 20th Oct
TX day – Mon to Fri
TX Time - 18:30 CAT
BLOWING UP HISTORY combines scientific
investigations with explosive CGI animation to
reveal the hidden secrets of iconic buildings and
monuments.
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DISCOVERY FAMILY
Dynamo Beyond Belief
3x60’
TX Date – 13th Sept to 20th Sept
TX day – Sat&Sun + Sun
TX Time - 15:10 CAT
Beyond Belief is a three-part magic special that combines jawdropping magic with the story of Dynamo's road to recovery after the
career threatening onslaught of chronic arthritis. Throughout the
three episodes, stunning moments of magic are intertwined with
Dynamo's brutally honest back story narrative. The gripping series
slowly reveals Dynamo's journey from the start of his illness, through
to the height of his hospitalization where he created over 200 new
magic ideas sketched from his hospital bed, and finally to his return to
health. From the neon lights of Tokyo to the Day of the Dead festival in
San Miguel De Allende, Dynamo visits extraordinary and dramatic
places all over the world. He performs a spine tingling encounter with
a Geisha in one of Tokyo's royal tea rooms, makes vodka shots turn to
ice in the heart of Moscow's underworld and embarks on a daring
adventure in one of Mexico's notorious Barrios.
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Magic Stunt (W/T)
TX Date – 18th July – 27th Sept

TX day – Sat & Sun

TX Time – 15:10 CAT (20:10 Repeat)

• Dirty Tricks - Ryan Tricks is a mind reader and a magician. But he's not about pulling rabbits
out of hats Dirty Tricks is a brand new magic show that takes magic to a darker place. Many
magicians use the exact same techniques as scammers, con artists and hackers to achieve
their effects. Ryan's mission is to use his knowledge to help people be more street smart
through jaw-dropping street magic.

Tricks On The Street

• Tricks On The Street - In this unique new series, magician, illusionist and mentalist Ryan Tricks
uses his mindblowing abilities to brighten up people's lives. Featuring a collection of brand
new exclusive tricks specially commissioned for this series, social media sensation Ryan
travels across the country, and his stage is wherever the mood takes him. He's always there,
working his own unique brand of magic on a diverse range of young people who could really
use a little lift to their day. Using his amazing powers, he brings a smile to each face, adding a
little lift to everyone's day a little lift that's big enough to have made him go viral more than
once in the past few months.
• The Carbonaro Effect - Magician Michael Carbonaro interacts with people at random public
places and surprises them with his magic tricks and pranks.
• Dynamo Beyond Belief (TX 13th Sept) - Beyond Belief is a three-part magic special that
combines jaw-dropping magic with the story of Dynamo's road to recovery after the career
threatening onslaught of chronic arthritis. Throughout the three episodes, stunning moments
of magic are intertwined with Dynamo's brutally honest back story narrative. The gripping
series slowly reveals Dynamo's journey from the start of his illness, through to the height of
his hospitalization where he created over 200 new magic ideas sketched from his hospital
bed, and finally to his return to health. From the neon lights of Tokyo to the Day of the Dead
festival in San Miguel De Allende, Dynamo visits extraordinary and dramatic places all over
the world. He performs a spine tingling encounter with a Geisha in one of Tokyo's royal tea
rooms, makes vodka shots turn to ice in the heart of Moscow's underworld and embarks on a
daring adventure in one of Mexico's notorious Barrios.
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